See in Total Darkness...
Total Darkness - a thing of the past !
0 Lux Minimum Illumination !
The ultimate night surveillance system, SIR-4150
The IRW-933 is a high-performance IR LED camera with various features for advanced functions
such as high-resolution video images, ICR Day & Night feature, Vari-Focal Lens and outdoor
camera housing, which ensures you have the most reliable 24-hours a day video surveillance
providing clean and vivid images for all places, including : military bases, ammunition dumps,
outskirts of factories and commodity stores.

0 Lux Minimum Illumination that monitors in total darkness !
The IRW-933 is equipped with high-performance IR LEDs that can detect
and visualize even the small movement of subjects in total darkness without
any light. It can be trusted to deliver the most reliable
video surveillance by providing you with vivid color
video images during the day and high resolution black
and white images during the night.

Conventional Camera

SIR-4150

High-resolution of 570TV lines that provides clearer images even at night time
The combination of a Super HAD CCD image sensor with outstanding
performance and a WIII DSP system with high-efficiency processing enables
the IRW-933 to give you clear horizontal resolution of
over 570TV lines in B/W mode.
WIII DSP chip

570TV lines
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SIR-4150

Day & Night (ICR type) feature for 24-hour Complete Monitoring
The IRW-933 provides you with the ICR True Day &
Night feature. It automatically removes the IR filters
when night falls and switches to B/W mode to provide
high image resolution during the night.
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Detect Every Move...

DNR provides vivid images with less DVR capacity
The IRW-933 applies world-renown digital noise reduction
technology DNR to eliminate any noise or after image
associated with night environments, which can give
the additional benefit of reducing the video file size to
substantially reduce the DVR capacity by up to 70%.
84.032 Bytes
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SSNR Off

25.803 Bytes

30%

SSNR On

Privacy Area Masking feature. Wide Range White Balance feature
<

The IRW-933’s Privacy Area Masking feature lets you
create a “privacy masking” over up to 4 zones of certain
areas that are sensitive to be under surveillance, and
the Wide Range White Balance feature provides you
with optimum image quality even when used in poor
surroundings like tunnels or sodium lighting.
Privacy Area Masking

Convenient emote control support for OSD menu
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